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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to discuss the role of the elasticity of capital-labor 

substitution on the local determinacy properties of the steady state in a two-sector econ-

omy with CES technologies and sector-specific externalities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Recently, a large number of papers have established the fact that locally indetermi-

nate equilibria and sunspots fluctuations arise within two-sector infinite-horizon growth 

models with sector specific external effects in production and linear utility function.' 

Benhabib and Nishimura3) prove within a continuous-time model with Cobb—Douglas 

technologies that the existence of local indeterminacy is obtained if and only if there is 

a reversal of the factor intensities between the private and the social levels. The con-

sumption goods has indeed to be capital intensive from the private perspective but labor 

intensive from the social perspective. 

 When CES technologies with symmetric elasticities of capital-labor substitution 

across sectors are considered, Nishimura and Venditti5) have recently proved that local 

indeterminacy actually requires a reversal of the factor intensities between the private

Acknowledgements. We thank an anonymous referee for useful comments that allowed to improve the

paper. 
I See Benhabib and Farmer.' ).2) 
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and the quasi social levels, the quasi social level being defined from the input coeffi-

cients evaluated at the  equilibrium. 
 The aim of this paper is to introduce asymmetric elasticities in a continous-time 

model and to give an overview of the role of factor intensities and the elasticity of 

capital-labor substitution on the existence of local indeterminacy. 
 The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the basic model with the pro-

duction structure, the intertemporal equilibrium, the steady state and the characteristic 
roots. In Section 3 we provide some results on the existence of local indeterminacy 

depending on the choice of the elasticities of capital-labor substitution in each sector. 
Section 4 finally contains some concluding comments.

                           2. THE MODEL 

2.1. The production structure 

 We consider an economy producing a pure consumption good yo and a pure capital 

good yr. Each good is assumed to be produced by labor xoj and capital xi j, j = 0, 1, 
through a CES technology which contains sector specie externalities. The representative 
firm in each industry indeed faces the following function: 

        yj = (lsojxoi + PI jxli + e j (Xoj, Xi j))—l~p' , j =0,1 (1) 

with Ni j > 0, pi > —1 and a j = 1 /(1 + pi) > 0 the elasticity of substitution. The 

positive externalities are equal to 

ej(Xoj X11) = boiXO ' +bllXl p.i 

with bij >0 and X ij denoting the average use of input i in sector j. We assume that these 

economy-wide averages are taken as given by each individual firm. At the equilibrium, 

since all firms of sector j are identical, we have X ij = xi./ and we may define the social 

production functions as follows 

yj = (ljojxoil' + ~l jx~)i (2) 

with Bi j = $i j + bij . The returns to scale are therefore constant at the social level, and 

decreasing at the private level. We assume that in each sector j = 0, 1, ,80 j +,B 1 j = 1 so 
that the production functions collapse to Cobb—Douglas in the particular case pi = 0. 
Labor is normalized to one, i.e. xoo + xol = 1, and the total stock of capital is given by 

xi = xlo + xll. 
  Choosing the consumption good as the numeraire, i.e. po = 1, a firm in each industry 

maximizes its profit given the output price pi, the rental rate of capital wt and the wage 
rate we. Its profit is: 

                      nj = Pi YJ — woxoj — WIXIJ 

The first order conditions subject to the private technologies (1) are

  2 When Cobb —Douglas technologies are considered , the quasi social coefficients are equivalent to the 

social coefficients.
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               pjPij(yj/xij)1+Qt•                       =wt ,i, J• =0,  1(3) 

From (3) we have 

         x..Alw,)I+pia.j(wPj)j =0,1 (4)           i~/yj = (hl~l~,,1, 

We call al j the input coefficients from the private viewpoint. If the agents take account 
of externalities as endogenous variables in profit maximization, the first order conditions 
subject to the social technologies (2) are 

Pjliij(yj/xij)1+pi = wt , i, j = 0, 1 

and the input coefficients become 

aij(wt, pi) = pjAjlwi)'/(1 +pi), i, j =0,1 (5) 

We call al j the input coefficients from thesocialviewpoint. We also define 

al j (wt , pl)=(Al/ /~gqi j )al j (wt , pi) (6) 

as the quasi input coefficients from the social viewpoint, and it is easy to derive that 

aij(wt, Pi) = aij(wt, pl)(Nijll'ij/)Pl1(t+pi) 

Notice that al j = al j if there is no externality coming from input i in sector j, i.e. 

bl j = 0, or if the production function is Cobb—Douglas, i.e. pi = 0. As we will show 
below, the factor-price frontier, which gives a relationship between input prices and 
output prices, is not expressed with the input coefficients from the social viewpoint but 

with the quasi input coefficients from the social viewpoint.3 

 LEMMA 1. Denote p = (1, pl)', w = (wp, wt) and A(w, p) _ [aij(wt, pi)1. 

Then p = A'(w, p)w. 

 The factor market clearing equation depends on the input coefficients from the private 

perspective. 

 LEMMA 2. Denote x = (1, xi)', y = (yo, yr)' and A(w, p) = aij(wt, pi). Then 
A(w, p)y = x. 

 These Lemmas imply that the rental rate is a function of the output price only, wt = 
wt (pl ), while outputs are functions of the capital stock and the output price, y j = 

yj(xi, pi), j =0, 1. 
 We now examine some comparative statics. The factor-price frontier satisfies the 

Stolper—Samuelson theorem: 

 LEMMA 3. dwt /dpi =  aa0°                               ~laoo—aloaol 
 The factor market clearing equation finally satisfies the Rybczynski theorem: 

 LEMMA 4. dyi/dxi =  aoo 
allaoo—aIoaol

3 See Nishimura and Venditti .5
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 Without external effects, i.e.  b, = 0, we have A(w, p) = A(w, p). The Rybczynski 

and Stolper—Samuelson theorems are equivalent since [a,../ax] _ [au,/ap]' . However, in 

presence of externalities, the Rybczynski effects depend on the input coefficients from 
the private perspective while the Stolper—Samuelson effects depend on the quasi input 

coefficients from the social perspective. The duality between these two effects is thus 
destroyed since true costs are not being minimized. Local indeterminacy of equilibria 

will be a consequence of this property. 

2.2. Intertemporal equilibrium and steady state 
 A representative agent optimizes a linear additively separable utility function with 

discount rate 8 > 0. This problem can be described as:

max 
(x11(1)]

s.t.

I+00 0(tsooxoo(t)—Po+tiioxio(t)—PO+ea(X00(t), X 10(t))) Po

Yr (t) = xo1(t)—Pi + fsllxll(t)—P' 

xi (t) = YI (t) — gxl (t) 

1 = xoo(t) + xo1 (t) 

XI (t) = x10(t) + x11(t) 

xi(0) given 

0 is the depreciation rate of the capital

+el(X01(t), Xi 1 (t)))

e—Stdt

pi

                                          given 

where g > 0 is the depreciation rate of the capital stock. We can write the modified 

Hamiltonian in current value as: 

71 = (Pooxoo(t)—Po + ploxlo(t)—Po + ea(Xoo(t), X lo(t))) "0 

     + we(t)(1 — xoo(t) — x01(t)) + wt(t)(xi(t) — x1o(t) — x11(t)) 

     + pi (t)((Poixol (t)—Pt + lsll-vll(0—PI + el (Xoio), X 11 (t))) — gxl (t)) 

The static first order conditions are given by equations (3). The necessary conditions 
which describe the solution to the optimization problem are given by the following 

equations of motion: 

11(0 = yr (xi (t), pi (t)) — gxl (t) 

                 Pl (t) = (b + 9)1,1(t) — WI (pl(0)(7) 

Any solution xi (t), pi(t)t>0 that also satisfies the transversality condition                        

rim e—St pi(t)xi(t) = 0 
t_+00 

is called an equilibrium path. 
 A steady state is defined by a pair (xi', ) solution of 

yr (xi , 131) = gxl 
                                            (g) wt (pl)=-(b + g)pl
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We introduce the following restriction on parameters' values: 
  ASSUMPTION 1 .fsll > 8 + g and pi E C61, +00) with 

            pl =~ln~l E (-1, 0)(9)               In (I                         f-----) — In,B l l 
  Considering the fact that, within continuous-time models, the discount rate S and the 
capital depreciation rate g are quite small, the restriction pi, > S + g does not appear 

to be too demanding. Assumption 1 precisely guarantees positiveness and inferiority of 
all the steady state values for input demand functions x, . Moreover it allows to prove 

the following result: 

  PROPOSITION 1 . Under Assumption 1, there exists a unique steady state 

(x i , p*i) > 0 such that 

                         P1I+PI  

                             

I (ALL_) I+PIPI(I+PO) 
                      k$00)511101501)1+po 

  /501 
xll----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

pl-po 

                                                   

111  ) I+PI-/SIIp-------------(I+po) 
         1—(S+g)l+Pl 91—(~ooRol) I------+po +9                                                X01                          

Po~III+PI —Po(I+PI)I+PO  

    pi =$ioPiofolI+PO(8+g)~llPl(I+PO)+ PioPO 8 + gpooloo$ 1 1 

  Proof The detailed arguments for the explicit computation of (xi*, pap are given in 
Gamier, Nishimura and Venditti.4) To prove positivity of x*i consider its denominator, 

denoted 

                        )1+P'             D = 1—8
ggo 

If b < 0, D is obviously positive and so is xi*. If on the contrary b > 0, we necessarily 

have b E (0, 1) and thus: 

   ll-pl  

 D > 1—       (fillI+PIg > Ig—fllI+PI+ ~l]>1—titI+PI'Si 8+gS+9 fu8+g 

                   pl         

F~lll+PI ill I+PI                             -ill > 0 > 
66 

 As shown in Nishimura and Venditti,5> a restriction concerning the admissible val-
ues of pi similar to Assumption 1 needs to be introduced in discrete-time models to 

guarantee the existence of a steady state. However, an upper bound instead of a lower 
bound has to be considered. It follows that contrary to discrete-time models, the limit 
case of a Leontief technology in the investment good sector can be considered in a 

continuous-time framework.
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2.3. Characteristic roots and factor intensity differences 
  We start by linearizing the dynamical system (7) around  (xi  , pi): 

               J=(Yr(xi*,p)_g ap~(xt'pl)                   0—app(pl) + S + g 
Any solution from (7) that converges to the steady state (x*i , p*i) satisfies the transver-
sality condition and is an equilibrium. Therefore, given xi(0), if there is more than one 
initial price pl (0) in the stable manifold of (xi*, /4), the equilibrium path from xi (0) 
will not be unique. In particular, if J has two roots with negative real parts, there will 

be a continuum of converging paths and thus a continuum of equilibria. 

  DEFINITION 1. If the locally stable manifold of the steady state (xi*, pi) is two-
dimensional, then (xi , p*i) is said to be locally indeterminate. 

  The roots of J are given by the diagonal terms. We know from Lemmas 3 and 4 that 

ayt /axl corresponds to the factor intensity difference from the private viewpoint and 
awl /apt corresponds to the quasi factor intensity difference from the social viewpoint. 

Using the definitions of input coefficients given in Section 2, we may indeed interpret 
the elements of ay, lax] and awl/apt as follows: 

DEFINITION 2. The consumption good is said to be: 
  i) capital intensive at the private level if and only if al iaoo — atom < 0, 

  il) quasi capital intensive at the social level if and only if at tlioo — atoaol < 0, 
 iii) capital intensive at the social level if and only if allaoo — atom < 0. 

We may thus relate the input coefficients to the CES parameters:4 

  PROPOSITION 2. Let Assumption I hold. At the steady state: 

   i) the consumption good is capital (labor) intensive from the private perspective 

if and only if 

11 

         b_1—l8iool'+PO ((I+g)'' - $llPil(i+POD<(>)0 
                             ~01      SooPt 1 

  il) the consumption good is quasi capital (labor) intensive from the social perspec-
tive if and only if 

       b l /stoAol /60011 '+10 (S+-g) 1+1)1— X8ll pl(++PO) < >0            A4llPio
/sol~Ol (>)0) 

 iii) the consumption good is capital (labor) intensive from the social perspective if 
and only if 

                          I   b=1— (fuofoi'                        1+PO ((I+g)'-----+Pi—futPii(1+Po)                                           <(>)0 

                                               

ijoo f 1 1fO 1

4 See Gamier
, Nishimura and Vendiai.4)
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                     3. LOCAL INDETERMINACY 

 The following Proposition establishes that local indeterminacy requires a reversal of 
factor intensities between the private and the quasi social levels. 

 PROPOSITION 3. Let Assumption  1 hold. The steady state is locally indeterminate 
if and only if the consumption good is capital intensive from the private perspective 

(i.e. b < 0), but quasi labor intensive from the  social  perspective (i.e. b > 0). 

3.1. Cobb—Douglas technologies 
 Cobb—Douglas technologies are obtained when PO = pl = 0. In this case Assump-

tion 1 holds. It follows also from Proposition 2 that the capital intensity difference at 
the private level depends on the sign of the following expression 

                       b = 1,Bio,801  Poo/31
1 

while the capital intensities are the social and quasi-social levels are identical (i.e. b = 

b) and depend on the sign of the following expression 

                          _1—file,Sol  
Poo,8 11 

We easily conclude from these expressions that the consumption good is capital in-
tensive at the private level if and only if ,Blo~ol > &oA l and labor intensive at the 
social/quasi-social level if and only if /sloPol < Pooll i . We then derive from Proposi-
tion 3:5   

COROLLARYl. The steady state is locally indeterminateifand only if,810,801 > 
Poo$iiand,Bio,01< PooPil. 

3.2. Symmetric CES technologies 
 Symmetric CES technologies are obtained when PO = pt = p. It follows also from 

Proposition 2 that the capital intensity difference at the private level depends on the sign 
of the following expression 

IBioPol 1±P                        b =l— 
                            ~00,3 11 

the capital intensity at the quasi-social level depends on the sign of the following ex- 
pression 

--------(POOPll                          = 1 —                          
Pool8l 1 P 10,601 

and the capital intensity at the social level depends on the sign of the following expres-
sion

5 See Benhabib and Nishimura .3)
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i  

                            (iooil+P                               =1-

                         4004 11 
Now the capital intensity differences between sectors at the quasi-social levels also 

depend on the parameter p. We then derive from Proposition 3:6 

 COROLLARY 2. Let Assumptions  1 hold. Then the steady state is locally indeter-

minate if and only if 

              Poo Pi i < 1<400$i 1 )1+P,8ioloiP 
             Sic of $lo$01 Poo i i 

As long as the condition in Corollary 2 is satisfied, both technologies may be close to 
Leontief functions. Note also that under this condition we have 

 PooPi  1 $oofil 1  
ioPoi tsio of 

3.3. Asymmetric CES technologies 

 If we allow for different elasticities of capital-labor substitution across industries, 

additional cases may be obtained.? 

 COROLLARY 3. Under Assumption 1, the steady state is locally indeterminate if 
and only if 

                   

PlPI —Po       fioo$il(s+-----g)+P~—411 P, ,Boofsii 1+Po (310/301 Po 
PloPoifolfiioijol fiooPt 

 As long as the condition in Corollary 3 is satisfied, a Cobb—Douglas technology in 
the consumption good sector may be considered while the technology in the investment 

good sector is Leontief.

4. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

 In this paper, we have considered a two-sector growth model with sector-specie ex-

ternalities. Comparing three types of formulation for the technologies, depending on 

whether the production functions are Cobb—Douglas, CES with symmetric elasticities 

of capital-labor substitution or CES with asymmetric elasticities of capital-labor sub-

stitution, we have studied the role of the factor substitutability properties on the local 

indeterminacy. Our results show that a variety of combinations of production functions 

with externalities may produce indeterminacy of equilibria.
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